Let O be a bounded open subset of JR n , with smooth boundary T (the theory is easily extended to compact manifolds). Let A be a differential operator of order 2m (m^l), with coefficients in C°°(Ô), such that A is uniformly strongly elliptic and formally self ad joint in 5. We consider the L 2 (Q)-realizations of A, determined by boundary conditions of the form
, with smooth boundary T (the theory is easily extended to compact manifolds). Let A be a differential operator of order 2m (m^l), with coefficients in C°°(Ô), such that A is uniformly strongly elliptic and formally self ad joint in 5. We consider the L 2 (Q)-realizations of A, determined by boundary conditions of the form (1) Jju -X) F&YkU = 0, jEJ; keK,k<j here J and K are complementing subsets, each consisting of m elements, of the set M= {0, • • • , 2m -l} ; the Fjk denote (pseudo-) differential operators in Y of orders j-k; and the Y& denote the standard boundary operators: yoU-u\ T , 7*w = Djw|r, for «GC 00 ®, where iD n = d/dn is the interior normal derivative at V. (1) is a reduced form of the usual normal type of boundary conditions, generalized to include pseudo-differential operators in T.
Let Â be the operator in L 2 (Q) defined by
The definition is given a sense by the general concept of boundary value introduced by Lions-Magenes [7] ). We shall give below a necessary and sufficient condition on the operators Fjk (together with A) in order that A be m-coercive, i.e. satisfies
for some c>0, X£2?. The condition has two parts: 1° it is necessary that the Fjk with j and k*zm are certain functions of the Fjk with j and k<m in order that Â be even lower bounded (Theorem 1); 2° when 1° is fulfilled, the m-coerciveness is equivalent with an algebraic condition on the principal symbols (Theorem 2). Theorems 1-2 arise as corollaries of a general result (Theorem 3), which permits application of [4], [S].
In [l], Agmon gave an algebraic condition for w-coerciveness of self adjoint realizations defined by differential boundary operators; restricted to such realizations, our condition is equivalent with his. Our result also extends those of Fujiwara-Shimakura [3] and Grubb [5] , treating certain nonself ad joint classes of (1). The theory avoids the classical considerations of integro-differentiai forms, which are not very convenient for the question of necessity. However, our w-coercive Â are variational in the sense of [5] (i.e., Â+\ is regularly accretive in Kato's sense, for suitable XGJR). When NQM we set N' = {n | 2m -1 -n&N}, considered again as an ordered subset of M.
The "Cauchy" boundary operator {70, • • • ,72m-i} will be denoted by p.
With this notation, (1) ( 
6)
A^JZAtDn,
where the -4i denote differential operators in T of orders 2m -I; Ai m is a positive function. Then one has the Green's formula
where Cf c is a (2m X 2m)-matrix of differential operators in T: Gf c = ((Gy*))j\*ejf where each 6t# has the form £4/+*+!+differential operators of orders less than 2fn -(j+k + l) (we put A i = 0 f or Z > 2m), cf. Seeley [8] , or [5] . We note that ($* = -Cfc, and that a is skewtriangular and invertible with Or 1 a differential operator; Of c is elliptic of type ( -k, -2m+j+l)y, fc eM. 
let E(y, rj) be the matrix valued function on T?(T):
(9) E = *»(*)*Qus % <r°(Fd + o«(*)*£<r 0 (*),
then E+E* is positive definite on T*(T).
In the affirmative case, A is 2m-regular (Au E#*(OE)=»wEH* +2m (0), y s è 0), and Â* is also m-coercive and 2m-regular.
3. Explanations and further developments. The first step in our proof of Theorems 1-2 is the transformation of (4) into an equivalent boundary condition of the form (10) y Jo u = F Q y Ko u,
where y and x denote the m-vectors of boundary operators: y -PM Q , X ^CLMoMiPMi+i^MoMQpMoi with which Green's formula (7) takes the simple form: (Au, v) -(u, Av) =/r(x^,f^~~Y^,X*0<fo"-Note that X= {xk}keM 0 , where x* is of order 2m -k -1. There is 1-1 correspondence between the systems (F 0 , Fi, F2) and (F 0 , Gi, G2) (we omit the formulae); G2* is again subtriangular. Assuming, as we may, that the Dirichlet problem for A is uniquely solvable, we define the operator P 7lX in £/(r) m by: P 7 ,x0 -X 2° the discussion of (m -1/2)-coerciveness in Fujiwara [2] (related to subellipticity [6] ) seems extendable to the present case, Let us mention that lower boundedness +2w-regularity do not imply m-coerciveness as in the self adjoint case; examples using pseudodifferential operators: take <£i elliptic with <£i*= -£\.
Concerning extensions of the results to operators A that are merely strongly elliptic, let us mention that the case K 0~J i = {rn-p, • • • , w -1} has been treated by Fujiwara [2] ; the device of [2] does not extend to our general case.
